: -@-@-@-@- BEGIN EPISODE 27 "ABBERANT MUTATIONS" -@-@-@-@-

CO_Torbin: ::sitting in the center chair watching the crew on the bridge go about their duties:: FCO: ETA to the Peche Nebula?

CSO_Rillian: ::On the bridge with LRS online looking for the USS Deforest Kelly::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: ::workign in sick bay::

CMO_Endo: ::in sickbay, familiarizing himself with the DeForest Kelly

Thumbelina: ::working quietly on a power relay in the deck 24 maintance bay::

CTO-Mark-Anthony: ::Exits his quaters with his new uniform on and heads for the TL::

EO_Hayward: ::in main engineering, getting used to the layout of the ship, going over the basics::

<FCO> CO: ETA of 10 minutes sir


CSO_Rillian: CO: I have the Kelly on LRS, Sir.

CTO-Mark-Anthony: ::Enters the TL:: Computer: Bridge.

CO_Torbin: ::nods:: CSO: Noted.. status of the Kelly?

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: CMO: You know soemthing smells fishy and I don't mean your lunch.

Thumbelina: ::notices an odd reading just as a plasma arc errupts from the relay::

EO_Hayward: ::checks current power allocations::

CTO-Mark-Anthony: ::Arrives on the bridge shortly afterwards and exits the TL::

TO_Booker: :: in my room getting ready to leave for Star Fleet::

XO_Hall: ::walks out of his room straightening his jacket and enters the nearest turbolift:: COmputer: Bridge.

CSO_Rillian: CO: Checking now, Sir.

CTO-Mark-Anthony: ::Moves to Tatical station console::

CMO_Endo: ::looks up, with a purposefully blank expression on his face, grinning inwardly:: CIV: I didn't have fish for lunch

CSO_Rillian: CO: It seems to be at full power, Sir.

Thumbelina: ::drops her tools and looks at her burned fingers in mild shock, annoyance and pain:: self: this is unacceptable

XO_Hall: ::in the TL looking over his PADD to give to the CO::

CO_Torbin: ::nods to the former SO, now CTO as he watches him take his new station::

CTO-Mark-Anthony: ::Looks over the scans of the Kelly::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: CMO: could have fooled me.... anyway I hope this thing doens't get too weird.

TO_Booker: :: looks at what was going on with the claymore::

CO_Torbin: CSO: What else can you tell me? Any idea why they lost communication with SFC?

CMO_Endo: ::still the blank expression on his face:: CIV: What thing?

CSO_Rillian: CO: I'm working on it, Sir.

CO_Torbin: ::nods to CSO:: CTO: Any threats to be seen?

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: CMO: what ever we are heading into. Considering our ..history . weird is soemthing we find very often

CTO-Mark-Anthony: CO_Torbin: None sir.

XO_Hall: ::the doors open and Hall steps onto the bridge. He walks down to the CO's chair and stands to one side presenting the CO with his report.:: CO: Here is your report as ordered sir.

CSO_Rillian: CO: Only detecting 3 life signs. Nothing on communications being down, Sir, but I'm still checking

CO_Torbin: ::Takes report:: XO: Just in time to watch us drop from warp, which we will be doing momentarily

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: CMO: I hope they dont' beam anything board . I dont' want this thing contaminated. Last time "someone" beamed something aboard it was that darned JemHadar. ::doesn't mention who did it::

CTO-Mark-Anthony: CO_Torbin: Do we know anything about her last few missions before losing contact?

CMO_Endo: ::blank look evaporates, all hope of finding new info is lost:: CIV: You've got that right... but we're heading to McKinley Station... we should be safe there

Thumbelina: ::puts her things away.. gently with her injured hand and heads for sickbay::

EO_Hayward: ::goes from station to station, running a visual check on all systems::

CO_Torbin: CSO: Only 3 lifesigns? Give me details on them.

XO_Hall: ::moves to his own chair:: CO: It is always a pleasure sir. ::sits down::

CMO_Endo: ::coughs uncomfortably:: CIV: Yeah...

CSO_Rillian: ::Begins scanning for vitals on the life signs and identities::

MO-EnsHunter: ::puts various tools and equiptment back in proper order in Sickbay::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: CMO: I thought rookie would be here by now. ::grins evily::

Thumbelina: ::enters sickbay and looks around.. holding a red blistered set of fingers and frowning.. still not accustom to pain::

TO_Booker: :: gets a letter to his wife ready. the room looks like when he comes on the ship 9 months ago::

EO_Hayward: ::finishes his checks, runs a level 1 routine diagnostic on the primary systems::

CSO_Rillian: CO: Sir, the life signs I'm picking up are a woman in her 20's or 30's, a child and one dog.

CO_Torbin: CSO: Put the Kelly onscreen.. FCO: Drop to full impulse.. CTO: Be ready to raise shields and go to yellow or red alert in case something nasty turns up

MO-EnsHunter: ::notices the new person in the room, and her hand runs over with tricorder::

CSO_Rillian: ::Puts the Kelly onscreen:: CO: Done, Sir.

CTO-Mark-Anthony: CO_Torbin: There is no visible damage to the Kelly. Suggest an away team?

Thumbelina: ::spots the MO:: MO: Humanoid.. I require aide.

CMO_Endo: CIV: The new MO? Me too

<FCO> Aye sir.. ::takes the Claymore from warp to full impulse:: CO: New eta to the Kelly is 5 minutes sir.

MO-EnsHunter: Thumbelina: yes ma'am

CTO-Mark-Anthony: CO_Torbin: Aye sir.

TO_Booker: :: walks out of the room to TL:: TL: bridge.

MO-EnsHunter: ::examines thumbelina

CMO_Endo: CIV: I can't wait to "welcome" him aboard ::grins evilly::

XO_Hall: CO: ::whispers:: Sir, is there a possibility of an Away Mission in the future sir?

CO_Torbin: ::female, child, and a dog? possible family.. or the remains of one:: CSO: Can you access the crew roster of the Kelly? Any full family supposed to be onboard and can you tell me anything else?

CO_Torbin: XO: ::whispers back:: There is always a possibility of an away mission Commander...

CSO_Rillian: CO: Trying to access the roster now, Sir.

Thumbelina: MO: Your new here.. I do not recall you in this department...

TO_Booker: :: TL stops, and the doors open.  walks out on to the bridge to tac 2 ::

XO_Hall: CO: ::whispers:: As always sir.

CSO_Rillian: CO: Sir, I have a compliment of 58, no civilians, and one dog.

MO-EnsHunter: CMO: Sir, would you take a look at her burns...I think Dermaline gel will work on her burns.

EO_Hayward: ::waits nervously for the arrival of his superior, makes sure everything is in order::

CSO_Rillian: ::Tries locking onto those life signs and finding their life signs::

CMO_Endo: ::looks at the MO closely:: MO: I don't recognize you... are you the new MO? ::stifles an evil grin as he walks over::

CO_Torbin: ::ok.. now what in the name of the prophets happened to the 57 other crew members, and where the heck did that child come from:: CSO: Ok, so we have 57 unaccounted for crewmembers and a child that has an unexplained presence.. What else can you find?

CTO-Mark-Anthony: ::Looks to Mr. Booker:: TO: Good Morning.

TO_Booker: :: runs weapons test and mission out comes::

MO-EnsHunter: CMO: Yessir, Ensign Owyn Hunter just transfered in from the Quirinus.

Thumbelina: ::eyes the MO and pulls her hand away:: MO: your uncertainty is not welcome.. ::looks at Endo and frowns:: I shall effect repairs myself.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: ::snickers at the CMO:: Thumbalina: Greetings Thmubalina.

TO_Booker: CTO: good morning sir.

CSO_Rillian: CO: I'm trying to get lifesigns on them as we speak, but as for other information, I am being hard pressed, Sir.

MO-EnsHunter: Thumbelina: It was not uncertanty, just wanted the Chief here to take a look at it.

Thumbelina: ::takes a medical kit from the cabnet and struggels to open it:: CIV: greetings..

CMO_Endo: MO: The Quirinus, eh? Welcome aboard, Owyn.

EO_Hayward: ::paces while the diagnostic finishes. Seeing that everything is in order, continues to pace::

CO_Torbin: CSO: Noted.. if you need assistance, I believe our Bajoran Liaison has finally learned how to work our sensor systems.. ::holds back a grin::
 
MO-EnsHunter: ::walks over to thumbelina:: Here let me get that::tries to take the Kit::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: Thmblina: The correct impliment is the kit 4th from the left.

CSO_Rillian: CO: I'll employ her if needed, Sir.

CTO-Mark-Anthony: TO_Booker: Could you pull up the last where about the USS Kelly has been this month. Just out of curisotiy for me.

MO-EnsHunter: ::takes Kit and grabs correct one::

CMO_Endo: ::watches the MO::

Thumbelina: ::pulls away from him eyeing him:: MO: your assistance is no long required.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: ::Crawls out from the power distribution crawl space::

MO-EnsHunter: ::reterives Dermaline gel:: Now let me have another look.

CO_Torbin: CSO: Alright.. can you sense anything from them?

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: MO: I think you better give her some breathing room.....

CSO_Rillian: CO: Sir, but I'm getting a confused, frightened, almost panicky feeling from them.

CO_Torbin: CTO: Anything on the threat board yet Lt?

CMO_Endo: MO: Maybe you'd better back away... She knows how to fix herself and she's very good at it...

CSO_Rillian: ::Grins hoping the CO doesn't think she read his mind, cause she didn't::

Thumbelina: ::frowns deeper and places both hands at her side:: CIV: thank you..

TO_Booker: CTO: Yes sir. computer what where the last where abouts of the USS Kelly for 3 month.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: Thmbalina: Your welcome....

CTO-Mark-Anthony: CO_Torbin: No sir. But I am having Mr. Booker pull up 3 months where abouts of the Kelly just in case she came across some unfriendlys on her missions sir.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: ::Dusts himself off as he stands up, his back cracking:: Self: Ouch.. that's not good.

MO-EnsHunter: CMO: Are you sure sir?

Thumbelina: ::turns to the cabnet.. taking the kit and leaving sickbay::

CO_Torbin: CTO: Noted.. FCO: Put us in a holding pattern circling the DeForest Kelly for the moment.

MO-EnsHunter: ::Frowns:: CMO: Sorry about that sir.

TO_Booker: Computer: What, where, and the last where abouts of the USS Kelly for 3 months.

<FCO> CO: Aye sir.. ::quickly completes the manuever:: We're holding position now sir.

CMO_Endo: MO: I'm positive. ::grins and extends his hand:: I'm Corzi Endo, the chief of this vast room of insanity.

CO_Torbin: ::nods:: CTO: Hail the ship Mr. Anthony.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: ::Rubs his lower back::

CMO_Endo: MO: No problem.

CO_Torbin: ::wonders if anyone will answer::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: MO: Don't worry about her. She is as dangerous and a mad bull.... trust me don't wave anything that could be preseived as red.

CTO-Mark-Anthony: CO_Torbin: Aye sir ::Opens a com Channel to the Kelly::

MO-EnsHunter: CIV: ::Laughs:: I'll remember that.

Thumbelina: ::walks into the medical lab and places the kit on a table.. her hand hurting worse.. and bleeding from cracks in the damaged skin.. she stares at her hand as the pain increases and her arm starts to shake::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: Aloud: Finally someone around this place with a sense of humor.... ::smiles but working::

CTO-Mark-Anthony: CO_Torbin: No response. Suggest Yellow alert?

EO_Hayward: ::sees the LT:: CEO: Good to meet you Sir, I'm Ensign Hayward.::extends a sweaty hand:: Are you all right Sir?

CSO_Rillian: ::Continues scanning the Kelly for biohazards and other possible threats::

CO_Torbin: CTO: Unnecessary unless you suddenly detected a threat to us?

Thumbelina: ::grabs her wrist and fear crosses her face as the hot blood runs down her arm:: self: what.. what is .. this..

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: Hayward: Who are you? And what are you doing in my Engine Room?

CTO-Mark-Anthony: CO_Torbin: Yes sir.

MO-EnsHunter: CMO: I'm sorry sir, My Medical Tech is a bit rusty, it was the Flight Control Officer on the Quirinus, but Medicine was my Minor.

TO_Booker: CTO: The mission of the USS Kelly.  Catallouging biological and gaseous anomalies in the Alpha quadrant.

CSO_Rillian: CO: Sir, I'm detecting no biohazards.

EO_Hayward: ::drops hand:: CEO: I'm y y y your new EO Sir.

CTO-Mark-Anthony: TO_Booker: Thank you Mr. Booker.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: MO: BTW I'm Nemona Jazz I'm the Bajoran Liason. I'm a feild medic, cheif thorn in the doc's side ::grins evily at the doc::

MO-EnsHunter: ::Shakes CMOs Hand::

CO_Torbin: ::nods to CSO:: XO: Mr. Hall, take an away team to the Kelly and try to find out why it lost contact with SFC.. secondly, try to find out what happened to the other 57 crew members..

CTO-Mark-Anthony: CO_Torbin: Noting out of the unusual in its mission. Unless they took something aboard.

Thumbelina: ::goes to Main engineering.. a nurse watching her in shock.. grabs the med kit from the table and tails her::

MO-EnsHunter: CIV: A pleasure Ma'am.

TO_Booker: ::walks to TL:: TL: sickbay.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: Hayward: Oh.. good to meet you. When did you get aboard?

CO_Torbin: CSO: Ms. Rillian, take a 2nd away team with the task of finding the woman, child, and dog.. check them over medically and try to find out from them what happened.

CSO_Rillian: CO: Aye, Sir.

XO_Hall: CO: ::nods:: Yes sir. Ens. Booker, you are with me.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: Mo: Don't screw up and you will stay on my good side. Screw up and you will never live it down. Right doc?

CSO_Rillian: *CMO*: You have a job, Doc. Meet me in Transporter room 2.

EO_Hayward: CEO: a a as you can s s see everything is in order. I came aboard during you last mission. I didn;t get a chance to meet you.

CMO_Endo: ::relieved to finally be shaking hands after all that keeping it in the air:: MO: That's fine, most of the people in here couldn't treat a cut pinky.

XO_Hall: *CEO* Hall to Tyfair. Report to Transporter room one for an away mission.

TO_Booker: :: TL stop and walk to the sickbay::

Thumbelina: ::walks into ME screaming:: CEO: Tyfair! TYFAIR! ::looks around.. in panic::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: Hayward: And that would be Thumbelina..

XO_Hall: *MO* Hall to Hunter. Report to Transporter Room one for and Away Mission.

CMO_Endo: ::grins at Jazz::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: CMO: make sure you take ev suits and the trama packs. your heading into a possible bio hazzard.

CSO_Rillian: CTO: You wanna join me this time at TAC?

CMO_Endo: *CSO*: On my way

CTO-Mark-Anthony: *Alpha Security*: Report to the TR with the Away team 1, And away team 2.

MO-EnsHunter: CMO: Sir, would you like me to accompany you?

CMO_Endo: CIV: Yes mother ::rolls his eyes comically::

CSO_Rillian: *EO*: I may need an engineer for an AT mission. You up to the challenge?

EO_Hayward: ::stands back as Thumbelina enters:: CEO: We met..............briefly..::takes a second look at Thumbelina::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: MO: you have a job yourself.

CTO-Mark-Anthony: CSO_Rillian: Yes sir. ::Follows behind the CSO::

EO_Hayward: *CSO* Aye

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: Thumbelina: Yes, Thumbelina.. what can I help you with?

CMO_Endo: ::takes some EV suits and trauma packs and goes to TR2::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: *Hall* On my way...

Thumbelina: ::holding her arm.. blood still trickelling down it:: CEO: malfunction!

XO_Hall: ::gets out of his chair and heads to the TL:: Computer: Transporter Room One.

MO-EnsHunter: Civ: oh...and that is?

TO_Booker: :: walks to the beta security team::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: Thumbelina: I can't help you with that, go to sickbay. I have to go on an away team now.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: MO: The XO called you ...

CSO_Rillian: ::Heads to the TL waiting for the CTO::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: Hayward: Keep things together here, while I'm gone okay.

Thumbelina: ::looks at the CEO.. more in shock from being dismissed then the pain in her hand::

CTO-Mark-Anthony: ::Enters the TL behind the CSO:: CSO: Now this is a change for me.

MO-EnsHunter: Civ: I didnt hear him...::looks a bit embarrased::

CSO_Rillian: TL: Deck 16.

CSO_Rillian: CTO: You'll do fine, Mark. Just keep your head about you.

CO_Torbin: OPS: Compile everything we've found out so far and send it on a tight-beam comm signal to SFC.

CMO_Endo: ::arrives in TR2 with everything... wonders where they're going::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: MO: stay on your toes here or you might meet the captain. and he isn't as "nice" as I am.

<OPS> CO: Aye sir! ::begins working on the information::

MO-EnsHunter: CIV: ::looks more nervous:: oh.

EO_Hayward: CEO: I've also been asked to report for an AT. Dismissed?

TO_Booker: :: walks to TL:: TL: weapon locker on deck 10!

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: Hayward: Of course.. we can walk together.

CSO_Rillian: ::Exits the TL at deck 16......heading for TR 2::

CTO-Mark-Anthony: ::Smiles at the CSO: CSO: Yes. I just don't like leaving the ship in a no alert mode. Captains proagitive I guess.

MO-EnsHunter: *XO* Medical Officer Hunter here, Yes Cmdr Hall?

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: ::Exits the Engine Room::

XO_Hall: ::enters the TR and walks over to the wall safe and gets a phaser.::

EO_Hayward: ::relaxes. just a little::

EO_Hayward: ::exits::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: MO: I'm going to the bridge ...have fun and stay on your toes. Dont' bring back anything that will kill us.

CTO-Mark-Anthony: ::Exits the TL and follows along to the TR 2::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: Hayward: So where did you come from?

CSO_Rillian: CTO: Yea....it is.

XO_Hall: *MO* Report to Transporter room one for an Away Mission immediatley.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: ::heads to TL to the bridge::

MO-EnsHunter: *XO* Aye sir!

CSO_Rillian: ::Enters TR2 and looks around for the CMO and EO::

EO_Hayward: CEO: Actualy, I just got out of the academy.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: ::Enters the TL::

XO_Hall: ::waits for his away team to arrive.::

TO_Booker: ::TL door open on deck 10:: TO: looks like the weapons lockers are ok.

EO_Hayward: ::follows::

CMO_Endo: CSO: Hello Kaly... where're we going?

Thumbelina: ::just stands there in ME.. the nurse finally catching up and herding her off to a side room to fix her hand.. she just stares in shock.. and then rage as the CEO and EO leave::

CTO-Mark-Anthony: ::Runs into his Alapha Team:: Alapha Leader: Half you will go with the XO and the other half with me.

MO-EnsHunter: ::Grabs the nearest kit nad runs out the door::

EO_Hayward: TL: TR2.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: Hayward: Did you take Stephens class in Warp theory and Subspace phenomenon?

TO_Booker: :: walks to TL:: TL: bridge!

MO-EnsHunter: ::Runs to transporter room 1::

<Alapha Leader>: CTO: Aye sir.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: ::walks onto the bridge::

CSO_Rillian: CMO: Hiya, Corzi. Looks like we're heading to the Kelly to look for three life signs. I hope you brushed up on your Vetrinary medicine. One of them's a dog. ::Grins as she checks her phaser::

MO-EnsHunter: ::looks around TR1::

EO_Hayward: CEO: It took the same course under instuctor Davidson::weaks smile::

Thumbelina: ::the nurse finishes the repair and Thumbelina looks at the pink scar tissues with a frown.. the nurse shrugs and heads back to Sickbay::

EO_Hayward: ::exits and heads for TR2::

XO_Hall: *TO* Hall to Ens. Booker.

CSO_Rillian: ::Holster's her phaser and heads up to the transporter padd::

CMO_Endo: ::almost shocked:: CSO: A dog?! Will we need these ::gestures at the EV suits::

EO_Hayward: ::enters TR2::

CTO-Mark-Anthony: ::Steps upon the TP with the rest of the team::

TO_Booker: :: TL stops, doors open and walks out onto the bridge to tac one looking at the bridge and civ::

EO_Hayward: CSO: Ensign Hayward reporting Sir

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: Hayward: Davidson... I hope he didn't try to tell you that Strumholtz theory of subspatial geometry was invalid.

CSO_Rillian: CMO: No. Enviromnent showed no biohazards, and the air was clean and breathable.

TO_Booker: *XO*: yes sir!

CO_Torbin: ::sees Jazz arrive on the bridge and motions to the now open chair next to him:: CIV: Unless you have something else more interesting to do, feel free to have a seat and wait with me..

CSO_Rillian: ::Looks up and extends her hand:: EO: Nice to meet you......Hayward?

CTO-Mark-Anthony: ::Looks at the Ensign:: Esign: Welcome.

MO-EnsHunter: XO: Ens Hunter reporting for Away mission sir ::salutes::

XO_Hall: *TO* Are you gonna join the Away Team Ens.?

CMO_Endo: CSO: Good ::drops the EV suits with relief and walks up to the transporter pad... grabs a phaser too::

EO_Hayward: CSO: Y Y Yes Ma'am. Ensign Hayward.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: :: raises an eyebrow and walk sover:: Co: Thank you .....

TO_Booker: *XO* I was not informed that I was going sir!

Thumbelina: ::walks back to the maintance and stares at the burnt power relay::

CSO_Rillian: EO: Relax, Ensign. I don't bite. Let's go, all.

EO_Hayward: CSO: Specific orders?

CTO-Mark-Anthony: ::Laughs at the CSO's comment::

XO_Hall: *TO* I informed you on the bridge Ens. Please report here.

CSO_Rillian: EO: We're going to look for 3 life signs we found over on the Kelly.

TO_Booker: ::walks to the TL:: TL :TR2!

XO_Hall: *TO* Hall out.

CSO_Rillian: ::Casts the CTO a look, like you were there once too and so was I:
:
EO_Hayward: CSO: Understood.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: ::Walks past the TR2, and enters TR1::

CSO_Rillian: Transporter Chief: Energize.

TO_Booker: *XO* yes sir!

CMO_Endo: CSO: How come we're scouring lifesigns?

CMO_Endo: CSO: What happened?

XO_Hall: CEO: I was just about to contact you to see if you were joining the Away Team.

CTO-Mark-Anthony: CMO_Endo: We don't know yet doc.

MO-EnsHunter: ::still waiting patiently for the XO to acknowledge him::

Thumbelina: ::stares at the damaged relay.. and finds herself afraid to touch it again.. the memory of the pain holding her to her place::

CO_Torbin: CIV: What do you think of our new Medical Officer?

TO_Booker: :: TL stop and walks to TR2 :: XO: reporting for duty sir.

CMO_Endo: ::Frowns:: CTO: Good thing I've got a phaser then.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: Hall: I said I was on your way...

::ACTION: THE CSO AND HER AWAY TEAM DISAPPEAR IN A TRANSPORTER BEAM......APPEARING IN FULL BIOHAZARD REGALA INSIDE THE KELLY'S MAIN SICKBAY::

XO_Hall: ::walks over to the MO:: MO: I am sorry Ens. I am Commander William Hall the executive officer of this vessel.

CMO_Endo: #::looks around::

CSO_Rillian: # CMO: We don't know. Another AT is here to find that out. We're just to find the lifesigns and tend to them.

 #<NurseJeffers> ::Looks up in surprise, clutching the child to her::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: CO: A little raw... but might get there. one way or the other. Almost missed the X's AT orders for the away team.

Thumbelina: ::returns to her temp quarters on deck 8 for a clean change of cloths and her ear peice::

CTO-Mark-Anthony: ::Feels the odd sensation of the transporter beam::

XO_Hall: ::turns to CEO:: CEO: Lt. May I ask you a question?

CMO_Endo: # ::sees the Nurse and child and walks over to them calmly:: Nurse: Hello...

EO_Hayward: #::materializes, looks around, begins scanning with his tricorder::

TO_Booker: :: walks onto the TRP ::

MO-EnsHunter: XO: Ensign Hunter, Just transfered in from the Quirinus

CO_Torbin: ::lovely:: CIV: Knowing Cmdr. Hall, nothing terribly bad will happen to him.. now if I had been one of my away team's.. ::let's the thought hang in the air::

CSO_Rillian: #::Looks around and sees the poor nurse holding onto a child for dear life........heads over::

CTO-Mark-Anthony: # *Claymore* Com: We haved arrived Captain. Begining search now.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: Hall: Shoot.

# <NurseJeffers> Thank god! You're here....get me out of here!

Thumbelina: ::finds someone left her a blue SF uniform and combadge on her bed.. neatly folded.. she titls her head at the odd sight::

CSO_Rillian: #CMO: I need scans done on these two, Please.

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #CSO: Which section was the life signs in?

CSO_Rillian: #CTO: Make sure there are no visible threats around at all. EO: See if you can help the CMO.

::ACTION: A MINIATURE BULL TERRIER TROTS OUT OF THE CMO'S OFFICE::

CSO_Rillian: #::Discretely points to the people infront of the AT::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: CO: I already warned him that you are not a "nice" as I am. I had to remind him, hopefullty he will learn soon or he will learn the hard way ::grins evily::

CMO_Endo: # ::nods and begins scanning the child and nurse:: Nurse: Not yet...

CSO_Rillian: #Nurse: What's wrong? What happened here.

CMO_Endo: # ::remembers the Jem'Hadar and shudders::

TO_Booker: XO: ready sir.

EO_Hayward: #CSO: Aye Ma'am::scans the survivours for biohazards::

TO_Booker: :: gets out a weapon ::

MO-EnsHunter: XO: will I need anything else sir?

CO_Torbin: ::gets another idea:: OPS: Give me a view from the away team helmet cams on the main viewscreen, and split it between the two away team's

XO_Hall: ::steps onto the Transporter PADD and awaits the rest of the team to join him.:: CEO/TO/MO: we will beam into Main Engineering. Transporter Chief: Energize

CO_Torbin: OPS: Aye sir! ::split screens that feeds from the AT helmet cameras::

# <NurseJeffers> I dont know......::the baby coo's and gurgles:: Everyone just started dying - I tried to move as many bodies to the morgue as I could.....but I couldnt leave my daughter alone for long.....

CSO_Rillian: #::Sees the dog and crouches down to pet it while listening to the Nurse...::

Thumbelinan: ::returns to the bridge after changing.. into a standard starfleet unifrom.. her ear peice clear and hard to see.. and her hair pulled up in a poney tail.. goes to the Science station and stands there a moment.. feeling awkward in the cloths::

MO-EnsHunter: :: walks onto transporter pad::

EO_Hayward: #::shys away from the dog, hoping he doesn't bite::

CTO-Mark-Anthony: # ::exits the room the people where in to look for other signs of life or else::

CSO_Rillian: #Nurse: Do you know what's causing all this? Or what's infecting everyone?

CO_Torbin: ::grimaces again from the enthuisiam of the OPS officer but refrains from commenting as he looks up at the viewscreen::

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #CSO: Be right back.

CMO_Endo: #::sees that they're fine, scans carefully again, this time to see if they're not human::

CSO_Rillian: #CTO: Where are you going, Mr. Anthony?

EO_Hayward: # CSO: No detectable biohazards Ma'am.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: ::mumbles:: CO: He better becareful or her will break something...<w>

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #CSO: To check this deck out for security.

CSO_Rillian: #EO: Thanks, Mr. Hayward. ::smiles:: Why don't you look after this adorable little dog for me.

CO_Torbin: ::whispers back:: CIV: He needs to worry more about me breaking something of his...

CSO_Rillian: #CTO: Let me know if you find anything.

# <NurseJeffers> I dont know......but I dont want my child getting it....get us out of here!

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: ::stiffles a laugh::

EO_Hayward: #CSO: The Dog?........OooooKay

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #CSO: Aye sir. ::Watches the door close behind him as he prodes off::

Thumbelina: CO: reporting.. for.. assignment.. ::raises an eyebrow at the banter:: sir.. ::thinks humanoids..::

::ACTION: AS THE CTO STEPS OUT INTO THE HALL, HE NEARLY TRIPS ON A BODY::

CSO_Rillian: #Nurse: We just need to run a couple of tests and then we might be able to.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: Thumbalina: I take it the malfuntion was taken care of?

CSO_Rillian: #::Takes the CMO aside for a moment:: CMO: Can you find anything on them, Corzi? Or are they as healthy as they apprear to be?

XO_Hall: ::appears in Main Engineering of the USS DeForest Kelly and draws his phaser for safety.:: CEO: Lt., check out the communication systems. See if they are operational. MO: Check any bodies you find in Main Engineering and TO: You and your Security Detail spread out through Main Engineering. Keep an eye open.

TO_Booker: @ XO: are we going to go down sir?

EO_Hayward: #Dog: nice little doggie. Now you just stay there.::scans the dog::

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #*CMO*: Come here quickly!

Thumbelina: CIV: for the most part :holds up her hand.. still pink with scars::

::ACTION: THE XO'S AWAY TEAM APPEARS IN THE KELLY'S MAIN ENGINEERING SPACE::

TO_Booker: @:: looks at ME and starts to lock down of ME::

CMO_Endo: #CSO: They're human Kaly... except for the dog and they're healthy... except I didn't scan the dog yet.

MO-EnsHunter:@ ::Begins walking around looking for any bodies::

::ACTION: DEAD BODIES LITTER CONSOLES AND THE FLOOR...THEY ARE ALL QUITE DEAD AND APPEAR STIFFER THAN NORMAL::

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #::Kneels down to look a the body careful and feeling for a pluse::

CMO_Endo: #::walks over to the CTO:: CTO: What's the matter?

CSO_Rillian: #CMO: Check out the dog, then we might consider beaming them to the Claymore.

CO_Torbin: ::watching the helmet cam feeds on the viewscreen as he listens to the audio::

MO-EnsHunter: ::Scans a few of the Corpses::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: @ All: This is gross..

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #::Points to the body::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: Thumbaliuna: Once the shift is over if you wish it I can aid you in any more organic repairs.

TO_Booker: @XO: there is now one way in and out of ME sir!

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: @ ::Works his way to the communications console::

CMO_Endo: #CTO: Oh, I see. Don't worry about it ::walks back and scans the dog::

CO_Torbin: ::frowns at the images from engineering:: CIV: That view remind you of anything? ::bloody resistance.. can't ever escape the past it seems::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: ::keeps attentionon on the screen, but talks to Thumbalina::

TECH_Thumbelina: ::takes a deep breath and looks at her hand again:: CIV: that would be apperciated.. this form is weaker than the one I was.. born with..

CTO-Mark-Anthony: # COM: *CO*: Captain we have found some dead bodies. Suggest we go to Yellow alert?

MO-EnsHunter:@ XO: Sir, I have scanned the bodies...they are most definately dead but the rigor mortis seem to be stiffer than normal.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: CO: everyday of my life in the military? Another mess I had to clean up? ::sighs::

CMO_Endo: #CSO: The dog is fine... and the dog is a dog.

CSO_Rillian:# *CO*: I have two apparantly healthy people and a dog here, Sir. I'd like permission to have them beamed back to the Claymore under full bio-quarenteen in Sickbay, Sir.

MO-EnsHunter: XO: ahh and sir, it appears as though all body fluid has been...drained from them.

CSO_Rillian: #CMO: Not a mutated Jem'Hadar, Corzi?

CSO_Rillian: #CMO: You sure?

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #::Looks at the Doc:: CMO: Aren't you going to determine the cause of death?

CMO_Endo: #CSO: Believe me, I checked.

EO_Hayward: #::Wonders why the dog is alive. Begins to wonder what the three have in common::

CO_Torbin: ::barely stiffles a laugh thinking it must be the tittle that makes people overly paranoid:: *CTO*: I'll have us go to Yellow alert.. ::motions for the officer manning Tactical to take care of it::

XO_Hall: @::Looks around and follows the CEO over to the communications console:: CEO: While you are checking the communication systems, see if you can find anything else interesting. If so please report it to me.

TO_Booker: @:: walks out of ME down the hall to see what was out there::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: TECH: As you wish... ::keeps attention on screen::

CSO_Rillian: #::Grins widely::

CMO_Endo: #CTO: We have time for that later.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: @ Hall: Yessir.

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #CSO: Suggest we get these people back to the Claymore.

CMO_Endo: #CTO: Right now, we have to see to the living.

::ACTION: THE TO FINDS ODDLY QUIET HALLS::

CO_Torbin: *CSO* Granted, providing Doc Endo is willing to stake bodily harm on them not being a threat to my ship...

TECH_Thumbelina: ::takes the Science station and wonders if the CO didn't hear her::

CSO_Rillian: #CTO: I've already told the CO about it, Mark, but thank you.

CSO_Rillian: #CMO: You heard the Captain? Whatcha think?

TO_Booker: @:: sees a door open and sees no one come in or out ::

MO-EnsHunter: @XO: Sir, the crewmen are most deffinately Deceased. They appear to be in a state of Extreme rigor mortis and it appears as though...the bodies have been drained of all fluids.

EO_Hayward: #CMO: Maybe we need to compare what the three survivours have in common.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: @ ::Gets to the console and begins accessing the communications subsystems::

CSO_Rillian: #::Puts a hand on the EO's shoulder:: EO: You Okay, Ensign?

::ACTION: SCI 1 STATION WINKS OFFLINE AS THUMBELINA TRIES TO LOG IN::

TECH_Thumbelina: ::looks over the sensors logs from scans of the USS Kelley and frowns::

CMO_Endo: #CSO: They'd have to be very good at disguising themselves if they're anything but what they appear to be.

CMO_Endo: #CSO: I'm willing to risk it!

CMO_Endo: #::turns to the EO:: EO: Not a bad idea.

TO_Booker: @:: pull a weapons and walk to the door::

TECH_Thumbelina: ::places both hands on the console and looks at it:: self: my access has been removed.?!

EO_Hayward: #CSO: I'm fine Ma'am. I was just wondering what these three have in common that would allow them to survive.

CSO_Rillian: #*CO*: The CMO's willing to risk it, Sir. Would you like the rest of us to stay here and see what we can find out?

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: :: grins at the CO's comment::

CSO_Rillian: #EO: Just checking.

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #CSO: I'm going to make my way to enginering. Want me to take the EO with me?

CO_Torbin: *CSO* I'll leave it up to your discretion, but keep in mind that I need answers!

CSO_Rillian: #CTO: I'd like to wait for the Captain's orders first.

XO_Hall: @MO: Check over one of the bodies. See if you can find any puncture wounds, or where something may have entered the body to drain it of its fluids. If there aren't any, try to find the place where the most damage to the body was done.

CSO_Rillian: #*CO*: We'll stay, then.

EO_Hayward: #::Staigtens up and scans all three again, Looking for a common denominator::

MO-EnsHunter: @XO: Aye Sir.

CSO_Rillian: #*CO*: You have three humanoids and a dog to beam to SickBay in Biohazard protocols, Sir.

TO_Booker: @:: enter the room looking at the doors::

MO-EnsHunter: ::Begins to do a focused physical exam trying to locate any puncture wounds or extreme trauma::

CSO_Rillian: #*XO*: Where are you, Will?

CO_Torbin: *CSO* Noted. Will Doctor Endo be joining them?

CSO_Rillian: #*CO*:He's one of the three humanoids, Sir.

TO_Booker: @*XO* is the power out sir?

XO_Hall: @*CSO* I and my team are in Main Engineering. And your team?

CO_Torbin: *CSO* Affirmative.. beam up when ready, the transporter chief will handle raising and lowering the shields.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: @ ::Hits the console trying to figure out whats wrong, as he runs a tricorder scan::

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #::Stands ready for a respone from the CSO about make it to engineering::

TECH_Thumbelina: ::turns back to the Engineering console behind her and wonders if her access to that one is gone as well.. tries to log in::

CSO_Rillian: #*XO*:We're in Sickbay, Sir. Suggestions as to where you'd like us to go from here?

MO-EnsHunter: @XO: Sir, No Puncture wounds, no truama, they seem to have just, dropped dead!  Also physical conditions prohibit the movement of any limbs.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: @ Hall: Communications systems, are working. The console is acting up however.

CO_Torbin: ::watches the new officer and vaguely recognizes her as the former robot turned female:: Thumbelina: Is there a problem?

CMO_Endo: #::waiting to be beamed up::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: CO: Want me in sick bay Captain, or stay here on the bridge?

XO_Hall: @*CSO* Stand by Lt.

TO_Booker: @:: walks out of the room and back to ME::

CO_Torbin: CIV: Up to you, whichever is acceptable to me.

CSO_Rillian: #*XO*: Aye, Sir.

::ACTION: THE NURSE, CHILD, DOG AND CMO DISAPPEAR::

XO_Hall: @CEO: What is the source?

::ACTION: AND REAPPEAR BACK IN SICKBAY, BIOHAZZARD VIELDS IN PLACE::

CMO_Endo: self: It's good to be back...

EO_Hayward: #CSO: Orders?

CSO_Rillian: #CTO and EO: Okay.....I know we're not Doctors, but let's see what we can figure out while waiting for our XO.

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #CSO: Aye.

TECH_Thumbelina: CO: My access has been removed from these sataions.. ::steps back::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: @ Hall: The source?

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: ::stays put::

TO_Booker: @XO: Did you get power back on sir?

CSO_Rillian: #CTO/EO: Lets pick up this body and get it to a biobed.

XO_Hall: @CEO: Yes Mr. Tyfair. What is causing the console to act up?

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: @ Hall: Oh, poor maintenance, that's all.

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #::Picks up one end of the body to be placed on the biobed.::

XO_Hall: @TO: We are working on that now Mr. Booker.

CMO_Endo: ::Takes out his tricorder again and scans the three for things they have in common:: Nurse: Can you tell me what happened to the best of your ability?

EO_Hayward: #CSO: No ariborne pathogens, nothing in the preliminary scans of the survivours showed anything out of the norm. ::helps move the body::

CO_Torbin: Thumbelina: That's easily fixed, although you won't be able to access Science 1 regardless.. One moment.

CO_Torbin: *Computer* Computer, recognize Captain Torbin Varel, Commanding Officer.

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #EO: You want to grab the other end?

<Nurse> ::clutches the child:: CMO: We were picking up the last samples and analyzing them when I started into Labor....

EO_Hayward: #CTO : Got it Sir

MO-EnsHunter: @*CMO* Doc I would like your take on this?  The Corpes here seems to have just dropped dead, no signs of Trauma?  Yet they are drained of all body fluids and are in an extreme state of Rigor mortis!  What could this be cuased from?

::ACTION: THE BODY IS EXCEEDINGLY HEAVY::

CSO_Rillian: #::Activates the biobed they are moving the body to::

TO_Booker: @:: walks over to weapons:: XO: Sorry I was out in the hall and a door opened sir!

XO_Hall: @CEO: Lt, check to see if the memory banks of the ship are on-line. If so lets start checking the last few days events. If not, lets make it our priority to bring the banks back on-line.

TECH_Thumbelina: ::thinks.. as a member of the host I had access to all internal functions.. feels a chill.. an emotion familiar.. but still with out a name race over her body.. glances around the bridge feeling misplaced again::

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #::Groans at the weight of the body:: OH my!

EO_Hayward:# ::struggles under the weight:: CSO/CTO: This guy weighs a ton:: Groans::

CMO_Endo: *MO*: No doubt something foreign... don't know what though.

XO_Hall: @TO: Thats alright Ens. Continue to stay on guard.

CMO_Endo: Nurse: Samples?

::ACTION: THE CSO, EO, AND CTO MOVE THE BODY, IT SLIPS SLIGHTLY OUT OF THE EO'S HAND. THE BODY'S HEAD SMACKS AGAINST THE BIOBED, SCUFFING THE PANELLING AND TAKING A CHIP OUT OF THE CORPSES FOREHEAD::

CSO_Rillian: #CTO/EO: And I thought all the guys on the Claymore were weight lifters. I guess it appears I was proved wrong.  Okay.....Heave it over here, Gentleman.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: @ Hall: Yes sir... ::Heads over to data storage::

MO-EnsHunter: *CMO* Just thought I would keep you advised sir. Hunter out.

CO_Torbin: ::hears the computer beep and continues:: *Computer* Computer, recognize ::racks brain for a name and comes up somewhat lacking:: Thumbelina as an Engineering and Science officer, authorization Torbin-ALPHA-6-GAMMA-8-TANGO.

<Nurse> CMO: Samples...from the Nebula..for analysis.

EO_Hayward: #::recoiles in horror::

CMO_Endo: Nurse: Go on.

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #To All: Opps! Sorry fella.

CSO_Rillian: #::Oh my goodness..........::CTO/EO: One more bit. let's get him up here.

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #EO: Lets try not to do that again. ::Smilling::

TO_Booker: @:: works on weapon logs:: Comm: *USS claymore*: I'm downloading the weapon logs to the ship now.

XO_Hall: @::tapps the comm button to hail the Claymore:: COM: CLAYMORE: DeForest Kelly to the Claymore.

EO_Hayward: ::helps move the body again, using all his effort::

CSO_Rillian: #::Kneels down and picks up the "chip" turning it over in her bio-suited hand::

TECH_Thumbelina: ::notices her reflection in the dark consoles and gazes at herself.. the site totally wrong and almost unreal to her still::

CO_Torbin: ::hears the computer beep again:: <Computer> CO: Access granted. Thumbelina now has access of an Engineering and Science Officer on the USS Claymore.


::ACTION: THE BODY FALLS ONTO THE BIOBED WITH A LOUD THUD AND CREAK::

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #CSO:Man what did this guy eat? Or did someone just turn up the gravity?

CSO_Rillian: #::Stands and looks at the space where the chip came from......watches the bone crystalized::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: @ ::Initializes the latest data records::

CO_Torbin: ::nods:: Thumbelina: You should be able to access SCI2 or ENG2 now.. the computer will recognize you as a general engineering and science specialist.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: ::mumbles:: CO: It pays to have freinds' in high places.

CSO_Rillian: #CTO: Look over the scans and see what you can find.

CSO_Rillian: #*CMO*: What would cause bones to crystalize, Doc?

CO_Torbin: ::looks puzzelled:: CIV: eh?

EO_Hayward: #CSO/CTO: This guy has got to be denser than the scans indicated. I don't see how he could wiegh that much.

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #CSO: Aye. ::Starts the Bio scanners on the body::

TECH_Thumbelina: CO: thank you.. ::still gazing at her reflection.. almost a look of hate on her face::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: CO: doesn't matter...

CO_Torbin: ::nods to Thumbelina::

CMO_Endo: *CSO*: A great number of things...

CSO_Rillian: #CSO: What's that things temperature?

XO_Hall: @::tapps the comm button to hail the Claymore:: COM: CLAYMORE: DeForest kelly to Claymore.

CSO_Rillian: #*CMO*: Like..............I need some answers if you have them, Corzi?

TECH_Thumbelina: ::snaps out of her gaze and looks at the CIV with a staight faced stare::

Steve_Claymore: <CMO> Well, after the analysis began....biohazard warnings started wailing.......the whole ship was contaiminated in less than a minute....

CO_Torbin: ::hears his XO:: COM: Kelly: Go ahead Commander

MO-EnsHunter: @XO: Sir, will there be anything else? I have completed my scans and analysis of the Corpses.

CMO_Endo: *CSO*: What condition was the body found in?

TO_Booker:@ ::weapons log are now on the claymore.  Starts to work on CTO,TO,and XO logs to down load them to the claymore::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: TECH: can I assit you thumbalina?

CMO_Endo: Nurse: Contaminated? With what?

CSO_Rillian: #*CMO*: hard as a rock and crystalized......it weighed probably judging from the reactions fo the gentleman with me.......mabye 200kg?

TECH_Thumbelina: CIV: no.. ::steps over to SCI2 and logs in::

EO_Hayward: #::cautiously looks over the body, focusing on where the chip fell out::

CSO_Rillian: #CTO: Do you have a temp on that thing for me?

::ACTION: THE CORPSE UNDER ANALYSIS APPEARS TO HAVE DIED FROM A MASSIVE HEART ATTACK, SET ON BY HIS ARTERIAL BLOOD VESSELS CRYSTALIZING FROM THE CHEST OUT::

XO_Hall:@ COM: Claymore: Communications have been restored. I have the CEO working on bringing the memory banks on-line so that we can study the events that the Kelly saw in its last few days.

EO_Hayward: #CSO: At least.

CO_Torbin: COM: Claymore: Noted.. We've been watching you from up here Mr. Hall.

CMO_Endo: *CSO*: And how much should he weigh?

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #CSO:just a sec.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: ::nodds::

TO_Booker: <@>XO: weapons logs have been down loaded to the claymore sir!

CSO_Rillian: #*CMO*: 200 Kilograms.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: ::aloud but quiet:: I have no idea what caused that?

XO_Hall: @TO: Thank you Mr. Booker.

CMO_Endo: *CSO*: That's a big man... to be quite honest, I can't think of anything.

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #CSO: from this scan. it says 10 degrees celesuis.

CSO_Rillian: #*CMO*: Okay.....we know that the bodies are crystalized and it started from the heart outward, then bones, tissues, fliuds were all consumed and crystalized.

TO_Booker: @XO: I'm working on the logs for the ship sir.

CSO_Rillian: #CTO: Do we have a time of death on it perchance?

XO_Hall: @TO: Continue.

CTO-Mark-Anthony: #CSO: Checking.

CMO_Endo: *CSO*: That doesn't sound too normal to me... I think we might be looking at an outside influence... a very malicious one.

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: @Hall: All I'm getting so far is a shut down of communications the same day it retrieved a sample from the nebula.

XO_Hall @COM: Claymore: We will continue work down here sir. Kelly out.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz: ::never has run into anything like this before::

CO_Torbin COM: Kelly: Noted.. Claymore out!

CEO_Lt_Tyfair: @ ::Rubs his eyes and yawns::

EO_Hayward: #::examines the readout on the functioning bio-bed, not sure what to make of the readings::

CSO_Rillian: #*CMO*: We know that......But what could it be?

CO_Torbin: ::basically knows nothing more now then he did when all this mess starting and doesn't like it one bit::

XO_Hall @CEO: Can you determine if there is a connection between the two events?
-@-@-@-@- END EPISODE 27 "ABBERANT MUTATIONS -@-@-@-@-



